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Whilst the Australian government implements mandatory and coercive vaccination
policies for 16+ vaccines it has just awarded the Prime Ministers most prestigous
Prize for Science ($250,000) to Professor Jenny Graves.
This is for her research on the role of environmental, nutritional and chemical factors
on the expression of genes in animals and humans - the field of epigenetics.
Australia's coercive and mandatory vaccination policies have been implemented
without investigating the harm of vaccine ingredients on the genetics of the
population.
Anyone involved in promoting or legislating vaccines without knowledge of how the
vaccine ingredients will affect the genetics of the population, and hence the health
outcomes of vaccinated individuals, is participating in a crime that is protected under
the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) S268). This is stated as follows:
The promotion of false or misleading health information that causes harm can be
considered an abuse of the person / institution's duty of care to the general public,
negligence and malfeasance of office and such parties can be prosecuted for crimes
of genocide and causing conditions of life intended to destroy (Criminal Code Act
1995 (Cth) S268).
Here is Video 3 (10 minutes) of my PhD (The Ingredients of Vaccines and their
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Effects on Human Health) (Transcript for Video 3) that provides the evidence that
governments have never investigated the components of vaccines for their effects
on human genes and hence the health of vaccine recipients.
Governments have been promoting vaccines for decades by ignoring the harm that
they cause and this will increase exponentially with mandatory and coercive policies
that enforce 16 + vaccines. Here are the links to Videos 1 and 2 that describe the
flawed theories that are being used to promote vaccines to the public and politicians:
i) Video 1 (7 minutes) The Undone Science in Government Vaccination
Policies
ii) Video 2 (7 minutes) Vaccine-created Herd Immunity did not Control
Infectious Diseases
Notices of Liability will be sent to any Australian policitians or academics who have
participated in promoting or legislating vaccination policies that are based on false/
or misleading information about vaccine safety and efficacy.
Please see below for action you can take to protect your health.
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